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Syncros, adding value through

Expertise

With such a vast array of entrance matting products 
available, the choice can seem bewildering, so we’ve made 
sure our team have expert knowledge on all products. 
Our combination of product knowledge, attention to detail, 
availability of site surveys and determination to provide the 
best value for money ensures customers projects are delivered 
on time and to budget. 

Syncros is the UK’s principle distributor of Milliken Obex 
entrance matting and holds a huge range of this and many 
other products in stock, guaranteeing you prompt delivery.

Installation 

With a team of highly experienced, manufacturer-approved 
installers, Syncros ensure products are fitted correctly and 
safely. The team are all Construction Skills Certification 
Scheme (CSCS) registered and installation can be arranged to 
suit a projects requirements, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
The team can also offer comprehensive advice and guidance 
on preparation, installation (if not to be fitted by Syncros) and 
maintenance for all product ranges. 

Matwell Excavation & Surface Mounting

Syncros can create surface mounted matwell installations 
overnight at exceptional cost effective prices or alternatively 
create new matwells by excavating a new matwell area, 
screeding and installing matwell frames.

Syncros provides products from 
the leading manufacturers

Entrance matting systems are an essential for any commercial 
entranceway, removing dirt and moisture from incoming foot 
traffic, and helping to protect your expensive interior floor 
coverings.

Syncros specialises in the supply and installation of entrance 
barrier matting systems, providing a complete range of 
products from the leading manufacturers. With over 14 years 
experience in supplying clients from major food retailers to 
flooring contractor and construction trades, high street names 
to local schools and offices you can be sure that Syncros have 
the right product for your application.



Contents
Choosing your entrance matting system

With so many different products to choose from, 
you need to make sure you’ve thought about all the 
factors that can affect your choice. Syncros advisors 
will help you through the process, however you 
should consider:

What is the expected level of traffic entering the 
building?

What type of soiling will the system need to cope with, 
i.e. what type of surfaces are outside of the building that 
could affect this?

What type of traffic will need to move across the 
matting-foot, wheeled or both?

Will the system need to cope with heavy loads and how 
often?

Will the traffic be entering onto the installation through 
one door or multiple entrance points?

Are there any special requirements such as electronic 
security systems that need to be incorporated?

How large and what shape is the area that the entrance 
matting needs to cover?

What are the aesthetic requirements of the entrance 
matting system, colours, materials etc?

Do you need to incorporate the organisations corporate 
logo into the system?

How will the matting be maintained?
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OBEX Forma 
Installations



The Milliken Obex range is suitable for all installations, 
particularly high foot traffic areas, with the heel proof 
construction providing optimum flexibility and maximum 
efficiency.

Prior is a PVC primary barrier matting tile with an effective scraper design to 
remove heavy particulate dirt and can be used either outdoors or indoors. 

Forma tiles combine the scraper action with inserts of patented Milliken 
Obex textile to produce a matting system unequalled in performance. The 
textile (available in a choice of 8 colours) consists of high quality polyamide 
6.6 fibres - multi-filaments capture moisture whilst the mono-filaments work 
as tough scrapers against dirt particles.

Prior and Forma can be combined in a single well to provide the ultimate 
matting installation. Available in 11mm or 16mm depth with a closed or open 
construction, they can also be surface mounted if required using a simple and 
easy edging system. 

As an exceptionally tough and durable, permanent entrance matting solution, 
Tergo can be fitted externally or internally to your building’s entrance way. 
When combined with its sister matting products, Prior and Forma, the blend 
forms an unbeatable scraper action with exceptional moisture and dirt 
retention.

Atrium is designed for high traffic circulation areas and provides unsurpassed 
functionality in either a loose lay (mat or runner) or fitted format. The open 
tufting of the Milliken Obex textile ensures it is effective at collecting dirt and 
moisture whilst also allowing easy dirt release for maintenance. 

Logo Mats provide a solution to help promote corporate identity and brand 
image whilst providing loose lay floor protection. Custom design logo mats 
can be manufactured to each company’s individual design and specification. 

Milliken Obex Prior™

Milliken Obex Forma™

Milliken Obex Tergo™

Milliken Obex Atrium™

Milliken Logo Mats
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Milliken Obex Forma™ Milliken Obex Prior™Milliken Obex Forma™

Milliken Obex Prior™

Milliken Obex Atrium™

Milliken Logo Mats

For more Logo Mat 
information see page 17 
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Nuway’s range of entrance matting systems offer 
both single and double sided systems, available 
in a huge range of colours, finishes and designs.

The Tuftiguard entrance systems are available in an 
almost infinite range of designs and sizes, most of which if 
installed in a true square or rectangle can be reversed and 
interchanged to optimise performance and wear. 

Flameguard provides a rigorously tested low smoke, 
low halogen barrier matting system.

Nuway Grid is a single sided, rigid entrance system 
available with a choice of rubber strips and textile infills 
which complement the Coral range of floor coverings.

Coral Classic and Coral Duo are designed to provide 
great moisture absorption in high traffic circulation areas, 
and are available in complete rolls or cut sizes.
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Nuway Tuftiguard

Nuway Tuftiguard Nuway Tuftiguard Forbo Coral Classic

Forbo Coral Duo
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Nuway Tuftiguard

Nuway Grid

Nuway Connect

Nuway Cable

Coral Classic

Coral Brush Activ

Coral Duo

Coral Welcome
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Construction Specialties provides a range of entrance 
matting systems to suit all environments, with open or 
closed construction to cope with the deepest to the 
shallowest of matwells.

Pedigrid offers an aluminium grid system with textile insert but in a 
deep gauge allowing water, slush, dirt etc to drain into the well below. 

The Pediluxe and Pedimat systems provide a range of roll-up matting 
systems that can be recessed or surface mounted and are available in 
open or closed construction with a range of colour and tread options. 

Gridline provides an open stainless steel scraper grid system, 
Gridline Plus combines this with textile inserts available in a range 
of depths including deep guage. 

Zone 3 provides a nylon 6.6 clean off carpet for areas after the fitted 
barrier matting, which can be recess fitted or loose lay surface mounted 
using Zone 4. 

C/S Pedisystems Tread Options

Buffer Zone

C/S Pediluxe

C/S Pedimat C/S Pedimat C/S Pedigrid & Gridline
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C/S Pedigrid®

C/S Pediluxe®

C/S Pedimat®

C/S Gridline™

C/S Gridline Plus™

C/A Tetras
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Emco Kadett

Emco Diplomat

Emco Radial

Emco Plaza

Emco Marschall

Emco Senator

Emco Aviator
EMCO provides entrance matting systems in open or 
closed construction with a huge choice of depths, material, 
textile inlay and colours.

Kadett and Diplomat provide a range of hard wearing, roll-up entrance 
matting with a choice of textile, rubber or brush bristle insert.

Radial is a stunning range of curved barrier matting ideal for 
complementing revolving doors and curved entranceways.

Plaza offers a matting system with extreme load bearing qualities 
(2000kg/m2) for extra heavy-duty environments.

Marschall is a heavy duty roll-up aluminium matting available with 
a range of infills suitable for heavy traffic.

Senator provides an aluminium based system with extra wide profiles 
of carpet strip.

Emco Radial
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3M Nomad Aqua

3M Nomad Terra

3M Nomad Modular

3M Nomad Optima

3M wet area matting
products also available.

3M provides entrance matting ranges with options 
to suit all traffic volumes.

Nomad Aqua incorporates a patented combination of coarse 
and fine fibres to remove dirt and moisture more effectively 
than conventional entrance carpet, with the construction and 
style designed to disguise unsightly dirt and watermarks.
 
Nomad Terra is a structured vinyl matting available as 
complete rolls or cut lengths that traps and hides high 
amounts of soiling. Available backed or unbacked for 
use as loose lay or laid in wells.

Nomad Modular consists of interlocking vinyl tiles that allow 
rapid installation with no templating and complete design 
flexibility, with or without a textile insert.
 
Nomad Optima aluminium frame matting contains high 
performance textile infills of Nomad Aqua to offer an 
excellent combination of dirt and water removal, 
without compromising on the aesthetics.

Nomad Modular

Nomad Optima 9920

Nomad Optima 8800

Nomad Optima 9920

Nomad Optima

Nomad 8800

Nomad Optima



Gradus provides a range of entrance matting 
systems to suit all environments, available in open 
or closed construction with a choice of depths, 
material (aluminium, brass or rubber) and colours.

Esplanade Plus is ideal for heavy traffic areas, and is 
constructed of an aluminium base supported by rigid PVC 
bridging strips and nylon wiper strips. 

Topguard is suited to the most demanding of environments 
and is strengthened with integral galvanised steel wires. 
When installed in a true square or rectangle, the installation 
can be reversed to extend the product life.

Access is suitable for medium traffic levels, and due to 
non-metal construction is ideal for use where electronic 
tagging systems are used. 

Boulevard offers a range of high performance circulation zone 
carpeting, offering excellent scraping and moisture retention 
properties, in a range of colours, finishes and textures. 

Gradus Esplanade Plus

Gradus Topguard

Gradus Access

Gradus Boulevard
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Gradus Esplanade Plus
& Boulevard 6000

Gradus Topguard Gradus Esplanade Plus Gradus Boulevard 6000

Gradus Access

Gradus Esplanade Plus
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Jaymart Alligator 

Jaymart Buffer-Zone 

Jaymart Grime

Jaymart Street
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Jaymart offers a range of aluminium entrance matting 
systems and circulation zone flooring to suit all 
environments with a large choice of gauge and colours.

Alligator offers a range of rubber, ribbed cord or polypropylene 
brush dirt control matting inserts set with aluminium scraper sections 
in open or closed constructions.
 
Buffer-Zone offers a range of very heavy duty closed construction 
barrier matting systems to deal with areas of the heaviest traffic.

The Grime range offers a closed construction system and includes 
a fire resistant, low smoke emission matting system that is used in 
underground rail stations.

The Street range of matting systems has options that can be used 
in external or internal environments.

Jaymart Alligator

Jaymart Buffer-Zone

Jaymart Buffer-Zone Jaymart Grime
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Rawson’s range of barrier matting, fibre bonded 
carpets and tufted carpets are made from tough 
Polypropylene, making them ideal for heavy traffic 
areas. 

The product range includes both carpet tiles and 2 metre 
wide lengths, and is available in a wide range of colours and 
finishes for an incredibly versatile matting option. The most 
popular products include ‘Eurocord’, ‘Champion’, ‘Castle’ and 
‘Felkirk’ - ideal for heavy footfall areas. The complete range of 
Rawson carpets and mat products are available on request.
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Rawson Fibre Bonded

Rawson Tufted

Rawson Barrier Matting

Castle

Felkirk

Champion

Freeway

Denby

Fresca

Dominator

Hercules

Eurocord

Trackmaster
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Heckmondwike produce a comprehensive range of hard 
wearing commercial grade entrance carpet, fibre bonded 
carpet tiles and tufted carpet. 

The carpet systems on offer come in a wide selection of colours and 
finishes, so you’re sure to find a carpet solution for even the heaviest 
wear and tear areas. 

Heckmondwike’s popular Supacord, Hobnail, Broadrib and Dreadnought 
carpets are all available through Syncros and are found throughout the 
UK in retail outlets, office environments, public sector buildings, schools 
and universities. The complete range of Heckmondwike carpets and mat 
products are available on request.
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Battleship

Hobnail

Broadrib

Iron Duke

Conqueror

Precipice

Diamond

Supacord

Dreadnought

Wellington Velour

Heckmondwike Fibre Bonded 

Heckmondwike Entrance Area

Heckmondwike Care Range
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Howe Green Metro 9

Howe Green Metro 17

Metro City

Syncros offers the full range of Howe Green entrance matting 
systems on a supply only or supply and fit basis.

The Howe Green range comprises of a variety of aluminium 
profile systems and a PVC grid system as well as secondary 
barrier carpeting solutions.

The range offers a colour matching primary and secondary 
concept offering a complete solution to entrance matting 
requirements.

Simply call the Syncros team for more information and 
advice on the Howe Green product range.

Metro Works Metro - Vinyl Abrasive

Metro - Ext
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Syncros Smart Form is an aluminium grid matting system 
that offers a truly tailored entrance mat solution. Each of 
the 7 different infill options is available in a range of 
colours to provide an effective matting solution for any 
environment. 

Syncros Smart Form feature wide textile areas for superior performance 
and an innovative debris channel to collect dirt and allow for easy 
cleaning. Infill options include natural coir, rubber, polyamide and 
polypropylene to provide a hard working and hard wearing matting 
system.

Syncros Smart Form is one of the only GreenSpec approved aluminium 
grid matting systems. Manufactured from up to 80% recycled aluminium, 
it is also fully recyclable at the end of its life-span making it the ideal 
product choice for the environmentally conscious project. 
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SmartForm Brush 

SmartForm Kick Back

SmartForm Line

SmartForm Rib

SmartForm Tuft

SmartForm Street

SmartForm Track

Smart Form Street 

Smart Form Street Smart Form Rib



Milliken is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of high performance modular, 
cushion backed carpet tiles. All Milliken carpet tiles come with 15 year wear and 
availability guarantees. Syncros provides the complete range of Milliken carpet 
tiles on a 10-day delivery basis for the majority of available designs, dye lot 
matched. 

Milliken DNA Milliken Dash Milliken OMNI Myriad

Syncros Lagoon 

Syncros Sahara 

Syncros’ exclusive range of Milliken manufactured carpet 
tiles are designed to complement the Milliken Obex 
barrier matting range. 

These carpet tiles are available for immediate delivery 
(on the basis of manufacturer colour tolerance standards) 
or if an exact dye lot match is required, on a 10 day lead 
time with no minimum order size.

 

Milliken Range

Syncros Range
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Carpet Tiles

Syncros Range

Milliken Range



As with any interior design, it’s the finishing touches that pull 
the look together, and a commercial entrance space is no 
exception. Syncros’ bespoke designer mats help to provide 
those finishing touches for retail and commercial premises.

Syncros are able to manufacture bespoke designer mats in 
virtually any shape, size or design (including logos), making 
them ideal for receptions, showrooms, waiting areas, 
exhibitions and work zone definition. The nylon 6.6 fibres 
and anti-slip backing ensure the mats are lightweight yet 
hard-wearing, and ideally suited for a commercial environment.

Bespoke designer mats are available with a low profile rubber 
border for loose lay products or without borders for fitting into 
a matwell or flush with the surrounding floor covering. 

Bespoke
Designer Mats 
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Bespoke shapes

Bespoke sizes

Corporate identity   

Huge range of colours



Logo Mats
Logo Mats are an effective way to create real 
impact and a great first impression in your 
entranceway and throughout your site. 

By trapping dirt and moisture, Logo Mats protect your flooring 
against soiling and permanent damage. A choice of designs 
are available ‘off the shelf’ or alternatively, the Syncros Design 
Team will work with you to create a unique mat according 
to your own design requirements, corporate logo or brand 
colours. 

Modern print technology and a palette of over 700 colours 
mean that incredibly detailed and colourful logo mats are 
available to brighten up your entranceways. All Logo Mats are 
made using environmentally friendly, biodegradable dyes.
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Custom logo mats

Photo-like images

Effective branding   
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Additional Products
Whilst Syncros specialise in entrance barrier matting systems, 
our expertise also extends to providing a wide range of 
additional matting products for other areas of a building.

Temporary Floor Protection is ideal for protecting all types 
of floor coverings during renovation work. 

Wet area matting includes swimming pool overflow gratings 
and anti-microbial matting ideal for shower and changing 
rooms. 

Chair matting consists of individual mats to place under 
chairs with castors to protect both the carpet from wear, 
and provide additional grip on smooth flooring. 

The rubber matting range includes drainage anti-slip mats for 
kitchen areas and anti-fatigue mats to protect employees from 
prolonged periods of standing. 

Tak Matting has peel off disposable layers making them 
excellent for contamination control areas. Each layer has an 
adhesive coating that captures small particles from wheels 
and foot traffic.
 
Matwell Frame Kits are available ready for installation prior 
to the matting being installed. Matwell Frame Kits are usually 
available for delivery within 2 working days of the order date.
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Temporary Floor 
Protection

Wet Area Matting

Chair Matting

Rubber Matting 

Tak Matting

Matwell Frame Kits
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Tel: 01234 314314
Fax: 01234 314306 
Email: sales@syncros.co.uk
Web: www.syncros.co.uk

For more information on the entire matting system range 
available through Syncros please contact us:

19 Triumph Way,
Woburn Road Industrial Estate, 
Kempston, Bedford,
MK42 7QB


